like Saint Augustine in the 4th
century, states that Christ
defeated sin, death and the devil
A prejudiced and grumpy old
through appearing in all His glory
man is quite the contrary to a
and calling out Satan. Thus,
typical image of Christ. Yet, Walt
Satan, with all the evil and
repents of his old ways. The
cruelty of the world, switches his
Biblical word for repentance is
attention, just like the gangsters,
metanoia which would be
from the humanity, represented
literally translated as going
by Thao and his family, to Christ,
beyond the mindset one has.
represented by Walt Kowalski.
When Christ calls us to “repent,
This overwhelms Christ and
for the Kingdom of Heaven is
hence, Crucifixion occurs. Satan
near” (Matthew 4:17), he tells us
tricked and the evil is
to go beyond our earthly
disempowered by Christ’s self
mindset. That is what Walt does.
-sacrificial and merciful act,
He rejects his past violence and
meaning that humanity is
prejudice and becomes more like
freed since Satan changed his
Christ the Victorious. Christus
target. Where ‘Dirty Harry’ or
Victor theory, stemming back
the ‘Man with No Name’
from the early Church Fathers
hat does this have to do with
Christ?

Walt Kowalski, played by Clint Eastwood, is a walking thesaurus of ethnic slurs; he is not merely a
racist but, as a Polish American, is prejudiced towards everyone- Irish and Italian included.
So how could he be the Christus Victor? Movie review of Gran Torino (2008) by Adrian Kochan.
he movie begins with the funeral
of his beloved wife and the
introduction of his family who
see the funeral as a chore, with
Walt’s granddaughter wearing
clothes that expose her stomach
and texting during the
celebration. Walt is no fan of the
local priest, calling him an “overeducated 27-year-old virgin who
likes to hold the hands of old
ladies who are superstitious and
promises them eternity”.

shouting “Get off my lawn!”
whilst holding an M1 Garand.

gang headquarters and, after
provoking them with a pistol
hand gesture, he takes out his
Walt becomes a hero among the lighter from his inner jacket
local Hmong and his heart
pocket causing the gangsters to
softens as he realises that he has release a barrage of lead at Walt
more in common with the
killing him.
Hmong than his own family. Thao He falls down on the ground in
starts to work for Walt in
the shape of cross.
penance for his stealing, and
over time, Walt becomes a
masculine role model to him.
Walt gets Thao a construction
job, but the gang does not forget
about him and burns him with a
A former Korean war veteran and cigarette. Walt responds with
beating up one of the gangsters.
Ford worker for 50 years, he is
The gang responds with shooting
also one of the last white people
up Thao’s house and raping his
left in his Detroit neighbourhood.
sister.
Kowalski does not get along with
his Hmong neighbours. Then 16
And here is where things get
year old neighbour Thao steals
interesting: when Thao seeks
vengeance and is ready to give
Walt’s prized 1972 Gran Torino,
himself into violence, Walt
Walt confronts the gang that
Thao has become involved with, realises the futility of the cycle of
violence. Instead, he goes to the

would have failed by simply
playing into the cycle of violence,
Walt Kowalski succeeds with his
self-sacrifice as “there is no
greater love than to lay down
one’s life for one’s friends” (John
15:13).

In sacrificing himself, Walt
has saved another, and so
Thao rides off into the sunset
in Walt’s Gran Torino.

Where and who you gossip with can say a lot about your
relationship with particular people. For instance, if you
are sharing negative gossip with another person, it
is likely you are speaking to someone you genuinely
trust. This revolves around reassurance, and
you feeling comfortable enough to vocalise your
thoughts and private information about
others, knowing it will not be shared around. It is overall,
a way of bonding and forming close relationships, even
though it might not be ideal. We often gossip without
realising as it has become part of human nature.
Other than building relationships, there are countless
other benefits to gossiping. One of
many is preventing loneliness. A study on elders found
that gossiping helps them connect and access less
conventional support close to their
homes, providing intimacy and
caretaking, connecting those who could have fallen off
the social radar and felt isolated.

We all love a bit of gossip. However, it is
something some of us feel guilty
doing, while others get lectured not to do.
Essentially it all comes down to how the word is
defined. Psychology interprets it as a conversation
about individuals who are
not present. Generally though, it
is commonly specified as the talking or spreading of
secret, personal and occasionally false information
about another individual. Society therefore, sees gos
siping as an unpleasant activity to partake in.
The fundamental principle in
understanding and excepting the activity, is seeing it
for what it truly is, a
social skill. Gossiping provides knowledge
which helps people get ahead socially. Although it
can be negative, there is also a positive and
neutral side to it.
An observational study in 1993 found that
55% of males, and 67% of females spent their
conversation time discussing social relevant

topics. Additionally, a more recent meta-analysis in
2019 found that on average, we spend 52 minutes a
day gossiping, three quarters being neutral. This
all retrieves back to the ideology of gossip playing an
important role in keeping our society
connected. Let’s put it into perspective. You are
likely to have a couple, or even whole friendship
groups which you approach just to gossip. If you
were no longer allowed to do so, would you still
continue to interact with those people? The answer
is simply no.

Article by Subhani
Malalage

Furthermore, it can spread useful information which
might prevent you from endangering yourself. Not only
could it save you from others, but mentally harming
yourself too. Have you ever been irritated, and not in a
good headspace to approach, and discuss an issue with
the individual causing it? And has this led to you talking
about it with a friend? This is labelled as talking
behind someone’s back, and whether you are ready to
admit it, or not, we have all done it. Although it
stimulates a sense of wrongness, in reality it is helping
you recollect your thoughts and seek advice before going
ahead and saying something you will later
on regret. Ranting on about your
frustrations regarding others brings you mental
relief, reducing stress levels and
anger. This doesn’t justify being malicious and
spreading rumours but emphasising how we
should discuss people and situations before approaching
them, enlightening us with new viewpoints and
thoughts.

So as long as you’re not causing any
harm, gossip on.

Google recently
acquired this smart thermostat
startup. Nest helps Google X such
as the company's semi-secret
lab. With Google, we have
another handful of gadgets and
services that sync up and make
our lives so much easier which
can also be monitored, recorded,
and shared with the government.

Android TV will run on set-top
boxes akin to Apple TV and
Roku. Like Chromecast, which
has been out for months, it can
be controlled from Google’s
new line of wearables and
mobile devices. Your viewing
habits? Yep, Google's got them.

Google is the golden gateway
to all knowledge; it has
rapidly become an essential
On behalf of
in people’s lives – nearly as
Nest, Google recently purchased
The dorkiest of wearable devices.
essential as air or water. We
home-monitoring startup
The idea though, is that
Dropcam. Now, Google will help
don’t let public utilities make
information should be presented
you watch yourself and your
random and private
directly in your field of vision.
friends and your family and your
decisions about denying
Can Google track what you're
colleagues - in your home or your
people services, so should
looking at? That's TBD. Can you
office or wherever else you might
enrage others by unknowingly
we let Google?
want to install a surveillance
camera.

It's not anything terribly surprising. But maybe it is. Once you think
about all those gloriously nerdy "moonshots" from Google and how
the tech is run through every slant of our lives, well, it adds up.
Google uses the term “moonshot” for its most innovative projects,
many of which come out of the Google X such as the company's
semi-secret lab. With Google, we have another handful of gadgets
and services that sync up and make our lives so much easier which
can also be monitored, recorded, and shared with the government.

Ha! Who needs navigation when
Google's cars will (someday)
drive themselves! The only
controls a driver has is a panic
and start button.

recording their private
moments? The answer is yes.

We use google in every
minute of our lives,
Google's open- knowingly or unknowingly.

source operating system powers
mobile devices worldwide. This
means Google can collect from
whoever and deliver to you on
your phone, wherever you go.

With
The tech
giant has invested at least £700
million in its efforts to launch a
fleet of 180 satellites into space
to bring Internet connectivity to
parts of the world that aren’t
currently wired. Google's
watching.

Google Now, you can grant
variant company permission to
read all the types of data you
already willingly upload to it via
its other products, then send you
reminders based on your
location, time of day, your habits,
etc. Convenient? Sure. Creepy?
Definitely.

Have you ever thought about
a life without any of these?
Is there a world outside of
Google?
And will we know what to do
with it once it arrives?

INTERVIEW

‘A sneak peak into
Mr Hammond’s
How do you advise young people
life’
to deal with pressure?
Animals, university and life

Interview and Article by Maria Chadli
Why did you decide to take
wildlife conservation? Where did
the inspiration come from?
Initially, when I was in college, I wanted to
take astrophysics but I didn’t feel that I was
interested enough to do it long term. I grew
up watching David Attenborough and that
was pretty much the main source of
inspiration. I thought of what subject I would
like to do long term associated with this. I
looked into marine biology but found a more
potent interest in zoo biology as it focuses on
the role of zoos in conservation; I didn’t want
to take zoology as it was mainly associated
with smaller organisms and I wanted to focus
on the bigger picture to help save the animal
community.

What subjects did you take at
college and why?
Maths, physics and biology. At the start, I
took maths, further maths, geography and
physics. I realised those subjects had far
too much maths for me, so I picked biology
as that was in the same option block as my
subject choices.

For you guys, the main thing is your studies.
Being organised well in advance, especially
if you’re going to uni, instead of doing
things in the spur of the moment. When I am
dealing with pressure or troubling emotions,
I do not keep it in and make sure that I share
it.

Did you face any tribulations or
issues on the path to your career
and if so what would you advise to
the students at CNS to overcome
these issues?
Yes. I have always struggled, revision and
study wise, especially at university. I found
that having a strong friendship group, who
are not only fun but influence you positively
to study and generally in life, since at Uni you
are left to your own device, helps a lot. They
became my family as I was so far away in
Manchester and they helped a lot with
troubles at home (family) as I didn’t have my
family around me to support me. So the main
take here is to find friends that influence you,
positively, to do better. When I first went to
uni, it was very difficult in terms of faith. I
was exposed to binge drinking, drugs and
sexual stuff that I wasn’t exposed to before
and dealing with that and maintaining my
faith was a struggle. It took me a while to
learn that being a part of the church and the
Christian union was what was best for me.
However, without the struggle in university, I
wouldn’t have had as strong as a faith as I do
today, I feel like my struggles brought me
closer to God.

What was your reason behind
choosing to work at CNS?
Last year, when we had just gone into
lockdown, I was still at uni and during that
small period of time, I had finished 2
assignments and my dictation; I finished
around May time. Both my parents are
teachers and I had done stuff in the past with
young people such as youth clubs and
helping out at church. During lockdown, it
was one of the only stable careers being
pushed and I realised that it was a good path
towards my potential teaching career. But
make sure you get that experience before
jumping ahead first!

What are you hoping to go into in
future, specifically, with your
degree in animal conservation?
Unfortunately, when lockdown happened
there weren’t many conservation options and
I didn’t learn how to drive. So I am thinking of
going into teaching and I would like to
involve animal conservation in education as I
am very interested in it.

What are your 3 favourite
animals?
Actually, I worked at a zoo in my second year.
Red panda’s are so so cute and I got to train
them and boop their noses. Second, are
probably coatis, they are a cross breed
between a lemur and anteater and sea turtles!
I did a lot of assignments about sea turtles
and I am passionate about the marine
environment and taking care of our oceans.

Mr Hammond is the Study Supervisor at
Newman Sixth.

‘Super straights’
and how they aid
modern day
transphobia
The new and upcoming identification trend is ‘super straight’; defined as
a sexual preference which is an expansion of heterosexuality, in the
sense that they only date those who are biologically the opposite gender
to their own (therefore excluding trans individuals). Ironically, these
individuals have began to insert themselves amongst the LGBTQ+
community; the very community that they are arguably actively
discriminating against. ‘Super straights’ have even developed their own
flag, comically featuring the orange and black colours of a notorious
online pornographic platform, plausibly highlighting their simultaneous
toxic habits and damaging the entire sexuality’s credibility.

‘Super straights’ defend their behaviour
by arguing that all are entitled to a preference. Although, this statement can be
true when an individual is engaging in a
sexually orientated relationship with a
member of the trans community, but
only when said person is not yet fully
transitioned. However, the preference
argument is more so a trivial excuse for
being shallow, perpetrating the ideology
that trans people are somehow less
attractive or even less than biological
men and women (since ‘super straights’
seem to be under the impression that
you can distinguish a trans individual
from a biological man or woman entirely
based upon looks).
Furthermore, another ill justification for
the participation in this sexuality is that
said ‘super straights’ only wish to engage
in relationships with a partner that can
conceive a child ‘naturally’. Yet this depicts further ignorance as many biological men and women experience fertility
issues; around 10% of women and 1015% of men (based on a study of American citizens) are infertile or struggle with
fertility.
Therefore, both vindictions could be
deemed false narratives that try to dismiss blatant transphobia. If you were to

look into these online communities that
claim to be harmless groups trying to
express their sexuality freely, you would
find the cruel reality being multiple cases
of ridicule towards trans people and
allies; many tweets under the super
straight hashtag depict images of women
and men early in their transition with
sarcastic captions commenting negatively on their appearance.
This sexuality, if you can even call it that,
dehumanises and excludes trans people
from freely and fully living as their preferred gender as they’re deemed less or
even othered. It endangers the individuals who seek refuge in the LGBTQ+ community, as this sexuality tries to invade
and invalidate. To conclude their is no
excuse for prejudice and the ‘super
straight’ trend only emphasises the
lengths twisted individuals will go to to
express bigotry.

If you would like to talk about
any issues raised in this article please find support in your
tutor or the N6 team.

THE

RECLAIM
STREETS
Article by mary carolan

Telling women to protect themselves is not a
solution; It is an attempt to excuse the issues
society refuses to address.

O

n Wednesday the 3rd March, Miss Sarah
Everard- described as ‘kind, thoughtful, caring
and dependable’- went missing after leaving a
friend’s house in Clapham, South London, at
around 9pm. She was last seen wearing a
green rain jacket, blue trousers, turquoise and
orange trainers and a white beanie.
On Tuesday the 9th March, Scotland Yard
confirmed that a police officer serving in the
force’s parliamentary and diplomatic
protection command, later identified as Wayne
Couzens, has been arrested on suspicion of her
kidnapping and murder. Recent statistics have
shown that approximately 85,000 women
(aged 16-59) experience rape, attempted rape
or sexual assault in England and Wales every
year, that’s round 11 of the most serious
sexual offences c(of adults alone) every hour.
Out of this, only around 15% of those that have
experienced sexual violence reported the
incident with only one in 70 that reported rape

in 2019 out of England and Wales leading to
conviction. This leaves 63,750 cases unheard
and unresolved. This leaves 63,750 victims
without justice. Violence against women grows
in the space left by silence and our collective
silence is too loud. Following the events of
March, the chant “reclaim the streets” echoed
through women’s hearts globally, beginning a
movement across multiple social media
platforms as well as vigils and protests that
displayed this desperation for respect and,
most importantly, change. It’s not all men, but
it’s enough men. It’s enough men that 97% of
women now have a story. It’s enough men to
be afraid.

So what can you do as
individuals, to make women
feel safer?
Keep your distance
if a woman walking alone, leave distance
between you and her. Cross the road if
possible so she knows you are not actively
following her.
Take a stand
If you hear your mates speaking about women
in a derogatory way, stand up for us and tell
them it’s not okay. If you see a woman
uncomfortable and being bothered by a male,
walk over and support her.
Make sure she’s not alone
Always walk or offer to take your female
friends home (having a male presence is a
great way to avoid unwanted attention), make
sure she gets in okay.
Keep encouraging the conversation
Make women in your life aware that you stand
with them and not against them. Listen and be
aware.

Start a conversation that
matters.
In light of the horrifying statistics that “97% of
women have experienced sexual harassment,
abuse or violence”, Cardinal Newman’s own Amelia
Desouza and Abigail Sleet have begun a fundraiser
to raise money for Survivor’s trust UK by walking 97
miles throughout the month of April as well as
taking Friday the 23rd of April to involve the school
in their action by asking every student for a £1
donation and to wear something purple. Across

social media, support has been endless. Their
touching and empowering steps have ensured the
message of the chant “reclaim the streets” can
continue to linger; a reminder that you are not
alone, we hear you.
For more information or support on sexual assault
and rape, go to Mind.Org.Uk and see the below
advice and safety precautions.
Text ‘Register’ to 999 to register your phone
number with the emergency services should you
find yourself in a situation where you can’t speak
over the phone.
Women have managed to alert the police to violent
incidents by making a phone call to 999 about
pizza; getting an urgent message across without
arousing suspicions of the attacker.
The Canadian Women’s organisation has created a
secret hand signal for victims of domestic abuse
who need to show that they are in danger and
can’t speak. To make the signal, the hand is held up
with the palm facing away, before the thumb is
tucked into the pain and the fingers are closed over
the top.
For too long, society has forced us to
settle for “protect your daughters”, but
now we say “educate your sons” and,
together, let's reclaim the streets...

Our streets

M

eghan’s arrival was hailed as a
historic moment in the life of
the royals. As events unfolded,
historic it indeed turned out to
be. This article takes a look at
the arrival and eventual exit of
Meghan Markle and Harry,
focusing on the implications of
some of the intervening events
and thereafter.

Are
Meghan
Markle’s
Royal’s
Racist?
Or was Markle playing all
along?

It was apparent that both
Meghan and Harry rebelled
against the institution, which
was revealed in Oprah Winfrey’s
interview as they made many
revelations about their struggles
within the royal family.
Throughout the interview,
Meghan disclosed many things
about their relationship with the
family, including how royal life
had made her suicidal, and how
she was subject to many racist
attacks before stepping down as
an active royal. Over the years,
Harry has openly discussed
mental health, grief and other
issues that would be classed as
taboo coming from a royal, and
he is also an ambassador for the
mental health charity ‘Mind’.
Audiences had rarely heard
Meghan talk about her mental
health, with the exception of an
article from the New York Times,
where she spoke about her
miscarriage. One of the most
shocking moments of the CBS
interview was when Meghan
spoke about “contemplating
suicide” whilst being an active

member of the British Royal
Family saying, “I was ashamed
to admit it to Harry”, speaking of
her suicidal thoughts. Meghan
also stated that at one point she
had asked a senior royal about
the possibility of seeking mental
help and was told that it
“wouldn’t be good for the
institution”. Markle’s public
disclosure of her struggle has
been applauded by many mental
health experts as a courageous
and stigma busting move.
However, it has been ridiculed
by certain groups, with many
Twitter users along with
broadcaster Piers Morgan and
businessman Alan Sugar
accusing Meghan of lying.

Harry also mentioned in the
interview that his biggest fear
was “history repeating itself” in
reference to his mother,
Princess Diana, and her death.
Before they were linked in 2016,
Meghan was living in a fairy tale
from an outsider point of view,
though in reality she was a
media punching bag to British
journalists. Moreover, many of
her identities, such as being
mixed race and American often
came into question from other
people. This was also evident in
the interview as Meghan
exposed that “there were
concerns and conversations
about how dark his [Archie’s]
skin might be when he was
born”. Meghan didn’t reveal

which specific royals expressed
concerns, saying it would be
“very damaging to them”.
Meghan and Harry’s interview
echoes Princess Diana’s struggle
with the crown as she was cast
away from the royal family after
her divorce from Prince Charles,
and later died in a car wreck in a
Parisian underpass. Harry also
said that he has “felt her [his
mother’s] presence through this
whole process”, and he wanted
to break away from the old
patterns of society and find a
new way forward. There are
many similarities between
Meghan and Diana, such as
marrying into a family that
didn’t understand them and
believed they would conform
without complaints to royal
customs and protocol, as well as
them both being surrounded by
the media, constantly accusing
the two of seeking attention
rather than giving them the help
they needed. Harry had also said
that he believed his mother
would have been angry at the
treatment of the couple and
would have supported their
decision to leave Britain and
seek a new life away from the
constraints of the royal family.
However, there are many
conversations surrounding the
claim that Meghan didn’t know
what she was getting into with
the Royal family and was
completely “blindsided”, as she

had previously said before her
marriage to Harry that she was
infatuated with the Royals when
she was younger. Piers Morgan
told Fox Nation’s Tucker Carlson
that there were “a lot of
disingenuous falsehoods” and
exaggerations in the interview
with Oprah. Furthermore, Piers
believes he has the whole world
on his side after his controversial
remarks about the interview,
where he claimed that Meghan
was lying about her suicidal
thoughts, and that the
accusations of being turned
away when asking for help
would be greatly damaging.
People also blamed Meghan’s
“outburst” on her estranged
family and failed relationship
with her father, in addition to
the fact that she had previously
married and divorced, as well as
being a successful actress, so the
interview could be seen as a way
of damaging the royal family’s
name.
Whether you agree with
accusations made against the
royals or not, progress needs to
be made regarding the
treatment of Markle to prevent
an event like this ever
happening again.

Article by Fidelia Benagr
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s mentioned previously, Megan
and Harry’s explosive interview
sent shockwaves globally, this
undoubtedly raised significant
legal issues and apprehensions.
The calamity of gossip was a
result of prominent claims made
by Markle, which were inclusive
of suicidal thoughts and racial
discrimination. Indeed,
throughout her time as the
Duchess of Sussex, Megan was
notorious for her disobedient
attitude, illustrated by her lack of
following strict dress code rules,
royal etiquette, and conduct,
causing significant backlash in
the Royal family as well as the
newspapers.

concerns of legitimate public
interest. Her interview with
Oprah Winfrey may well
certainly be a mirroring occasion
where she decides to seek legal
advice.

These accusations could
generate a lawsuit of their own
due to claims of racial
discrimination where there were
“conversations and concerns
over Archie’s skin colour”.
Though not direct, this alludes to
the fact that the Royal Institution
and United Kingdom as a whole
is engraved with unyielding
systematic prejudice. In
particular, Megan may be able to
demonstrate a strong case in
which laws have been breached
due to
Following on from this, it is
The Race Relations Act 1965,
recognized that Megan Markle
which was the first legislation in
has sought justice through the
the U.K to tackle racial
legal system previously, where
discrimination,
Markle triumphed a high-profile outlawing discrimination based
privacy claim against the Mail on on the ‘grounds of colour, race,
Sunday after the newspaper
or ethnic or national origins’ in
circulated personal extracts of
public places in Great Britain.
letters addressed to her
Additionally, legislation such as
disillusioned father. The High
the Public Order Act 1986 may
Court ruled that the Mail on
be employed in a possible
Sunday breached her privacy
lawsuit, Section 18 of the Act
when publishing extracts relating outlaws expressions of racial
to her father, Thomas Markle,
hatred, which is defined as
after her marriage to Prince
‘hatred against a group of
Harry in 2018. Megan Markle
persons by reason of the group's
litigated Associated Newspapers, colour, race, nationality,
which broadcasts the ‘Mail on
including citizenship or ethnic or
Sunday’, for misuse of
national origins’.
unauthorised private information
A person who uses threatening,
and on data protection and
copyright infringement grounds. abusive, or insulting words or
behaviour, or displays any
She alleged that the letter
disclosed her “intimate thoughts written material which is
threatening, abusive or insulting,
and feelings” which were not

is guilty of an offence if he
intends thereby to stir up racial
hatred or having regard to all the
circumstances racial hatred is
likely to be stirred up thereby.
Moreover, Markle focused on
her feeling “suicidal when
pregnant” with “no support”
which may be used as
confirmation in a lawsuit
claiming distress was caused as a
result of actions made by the
royal family. The Criminal Justice
and Public Order Act
1994 inserted Section 4A into the
Public Order Act 1986 which
prohibits a person from causing
alarm or distress. Section 4A
states that a person is guilty of
an offence if, with intent to
cause a person harassment,
alarm, or distress, they use
threatening, abusive or insulting
words or behaviour, or
disorderly behaviour, or display
any writing, sign or other visible
representation which is
threatening, abusive or insulting,
thereby causing that or another
person harassment, alarm, or
distress.
Undeniably, it is likely that both
Harry and Meghan signed NonDisclosure Agreements (NDA’S)
therefore agreeing to Privacy
Law’s which refers to the laws
that solely deal with the
regulation, storing, and using of
personally identifiable
information, personal healthcare
information and financial
information of individuals. Such
data can be collected by
Governments, public or private
organisations or other parties. As
stated previously, Markle

A Legal Point
Of View

Is a lawsuit tragedy between the royal institution and the couple about to commence?
claimed that she felt ‘suicidal
when pregnant” with “no
support” as well as exposing the
Royal family as racist, as she
mentioned “concerns” over her
child’s skin colour. The royal
institution may have reasonable
expectation that the content of
conversations and comments
within the family would stay
private. Thus, the Royal
Institution may file for a privacy
lawsuit as a result of damages to
their reputation. Notably, even if
Markle decided to sue the Royal
Institution, it would be
problematic and intricate to take
down the royal family as shown
when Princess Diana spoke out in
the infamous Panorama Interview
in 1995, which was also a breach
of journalistic ethics. In the
interview, Diana states the
infidelity of her husband Prince
Charles and her secret disease of
self-harm dealing with bulimia,
which ensued from no support
and consistent dismissal of her in
the royal family. Substantial
parallels between Princess Diana
and the Duchess of Sussex are
abundant and wholly significant
when considering a lawsuit

launched by Markle, to perhaps
avert history repeating itself
further.And states that a person
is guilty of an offence if, with
intent to cause a person
harassment, alarm, or distress,
they use threatening, abusive or
insulting words or behaviour, or
disorderly behaviour, or display
any writing, sign or other visible
representation which is
threatening, abusive or insulting,
thereby causing that or another
person harassment, alarm, or
distress.

“concerns” over her child’s skin
colour.

The royal institution may have
reasonable expectation that the
content of conversations and
comments within the family
would stay private. Thus, the
Royal Institution may file for a
privacy lawsuit as a result of
damages to their reputation.
Notably, even if Markle decided
to sue the Royal Institution, it
would be problematic and
intricate to take down the royal
family as shown when Princess
Diana spoke out in the infamous
Panorama Interview in 1995,
Undeniably, it is likely that both
which was also a breach of
Harry and Meghan signed Nonjournalistic ethics. In the
Disclosure Agreements (NDA’S)
interview, Diana states the
therefore agreeing to Privacy
infidelity of her husband Prince
Law’s which refers to the laws
Charles and her secret disease of
that solely deal with the
self-harm dealing with bulimia,
regulation, storing, and using of
which ensued from no support
personally identifiable
and consistent dismissal of her in
information, personal healthcare
the royal family. Substantial
information and financial
parallels between Princess Diana
information of individuals. Such
and the Duchess of Sussex are
data can be collected by
abundant and wholly significant
Governments, public or private
when considering a lawsuit
organisations or other parties. As
launched by Markle, to perhaps
stated previously, Markle claimed
avert history repeating itself
that she felt “suicidal when
further.
pregnant” with “no support” as
well as exposing the Royal family
Article Written by Arianna
as racist, as she mentioned
Dino

Both toxic femininity and toxic masculinity refer to
the overly gendered ways that girls and boys are
raised that lead to harmful effects later on in life
which also hold us back from gender equality.
These terms also refer to when stereotypical
gendered traits advance to an extreme to hurt,
belittle and undermine others.
Masculine traits like strength, power and stoicism
have degenerated into misogyny and violence which can be seen as a result of toxic masculinity.
Toxic Masculinity conforms to traditional male
gender roles, and in a dynamic society where we
have become advanced, it has turned a lot more
toxic as society has become more developed. The
base stereotypes that men are expected to
conform to can be very damaging, not only to
mental health but physical health too. The need to
be ‘strong and desirable’ leads to men exerting
themselves in multiple ways, and then not feeling
good enough if they don’t perpetuate the desired
outcome.
Furthermore, men are also usually told to ‘man up’
and that ‘real men don’t cry’ which is very
demeaning and belittling towards them, it makes
men feel as if they have to hide their problems and
not speak up. Depression has not always been
associated with men due to this toxic idea; that
men are always meant to be strong and shedding
any sort of emotion can encounter their image.
Toxic femininity is less spoken on, however it still
does exist. It's when women use their gender to
their advantage. An example would be a woman
using her vulnerability to escape certain situations
or create certain scenarios. As women gain power,
they tend to attain more ‘masculine traits’, which

forms a bridge in the gender norms.
Toxic femininity is also when femininity is
exaggerated and if you don’t meet the
stereotypical feminine traits like being sensitive,
emotional, having a perfect appearance, then
you’re not compelled to feel good enough. In
simpler terms, toxic femininity stems around the
idea that ‘girls support girls’ until they don't
conform to the expected gendered norms.
A recent form of toxic femininity is cancel culture.
Cancel culture is a form of social exclusion which
segregates people from one another, or from a
certain community, this can result in the loss of
one's reputation and maybe their career as a
whole. Women tend to use cancel culture as a
method of confrontation and revenge for
something which may have affected them in life at
one point. Indirect aggression is a women’s
preferred aggressive tactic, examples of this would
be excluding people from a community, blatantly
upsetting someone for something they can't
control or that is normal (etc for being tall or
having body hair). In other words if you do not look
like an instagram model you are not good enough.
As a community, people are working to overcome
these ideas and to create equality not only
between genders, but between roles in society as a
whole. We as humans are evolving, and are starting
to consider moving away from gender roles and
norms. This is not having things being seen as
either masculine or feminine, with no labels added.
Men are feeling more comfortable with speaking
up, wearing nail polish, dresses, skirts etc without
the idea that they will be judged. Women feel more
comfortable playing sports and have made their
mark on the sporting community. In addition
women have gained their independence and right
to work, as they should.
If any of these gendered issues do affect you in any
way shape or form, do not be afraid to speak up to
someone you trust.:)
Article by Tasneem Murad.

Cinema: A dying
industry?
By Emily Jackman
The pandemic has forced the majority of movie theatres to temporarily
shut down. Over the past few month movie goers stayed at home and
the use of online streaming services sky-rocketed. The release of
several films have been postponed or delayed indefinitely or even
cancelled entirely.

In early March 2020 it was predicted that the global box office could
lose around $5billion as a result of the pandemic. In 2020, for the first
time since 2007, the highest grossing film of the year earned less than
$1billion. Compared to figures in 2019, total revenue is down by 76%,
going from £1,252,361,845 to £296,716,078,76 in 2020. One film
impacted was Christopher Nolan’s ‘Tenet’. The film experienced a
delayed launch, eventually released in September 2020. By December
2020, the film had only grossed around $57 million, This is significantly

-going to the cinemas allows people to
escape reality, it is a place where most of
our real-world problems disappear-

As a result of staying home
during lockdown people in the
UK spend 40% of their day
watching TV and other online
streaming services. Twice as
much time was spent on
subscription streaming
services such as Netflix,
Amazon Prime and Disney+.
Several people also joined
these streaming services for
the first time; for example, up
to 90% of adults signed to
Netflix as a result of staying
at home for so long. Why
would people want to go to
cinemas anymore when it is
easier to stay at home where
they will find the majority of
these films online? Watching
films at home does come with
benefits. Overall it works out
cheaper for movie goers; at
Cineworld the average adult
ticket costs £11.20 without
including any refreshments or
snacks, for a large popcorn
coming to £5.65 and a regular
drink at £3.75. Although it
does not seem much the

prices add up for large
families and in the long term it
might just be easier for these
people to stay at home.

Even when cinemas reopen,
the pandemic will have had a
lasting effect on how we go to
the cinema. With social
distancing laws still in place,
Despite this, 57% of people,
the number of people allowed
prefer to go to the cinema,
in a screening room at one
enjoying the whole experience
time, will decrease the
of going out and having fun
number of tickets sold for
with family and friends. A trip
films soon to be released. The
to the movie theatres also
price of tickets may also
has its positives. It provides a
increase as a way to make up
stress-free place where
for the large losses made over
people are allowed to sit
the last year. It is also likely
back, relax, and enjoy a film.
that masks will have to be
It’s a place where friends can
worn when viewing films
meet up, socialize, and
which make take away the
overall have a laugh. For
enjoyment of going to see a
some people going to the
film. When the positives of
cinema may hold nostalgia,
going to the cinema may be
whether it be the place they
outweighed by the negatives
had their first date or a good
and the majority of people will
day out with friends. Overall,
find it safer and easier to just
going to the cinemas allows
stay at home and find the
people to escape reality, it is
movie on, or wait for it to be
a place where most of our
released on Netflix.
real-world problems
disappear for at least an hour What a shame for the age-old
and we can really enjoy
institution of cinema.
ourselves.

Is the mental health the
real pandemic?
Throughout the last year, the NHS have
been frontline workers putting blood, sweat, and
tears into trying to lift the once broken
community. Most of the time they even put their
mental and physical health on hold so that they
can give their full attention towards the
problems associated with covid-19.
As we are all aware, March of 2020, the quantity
of intensive care patients doubled.
There were Doctors and Nurses who, at the time,
even though they had passed all training and
obtained a degree in their profession, were
still thrown in a battlefield of deterioration, which
is something which cannot be trained for. Staff
sicknesses soared so high during these periods of
time and the ratio of workers to patients
drastically inverted. Nurses, doctors
and specialists dropped out of their career
everyday as the stress levels were too high to
cope with.

Another issue that is not really talked about is
mental health. This does not only apply for the
NHS itself, but for the entire population. Of
course, mental health can be treated by
specialists at hospitals, but it is not offered to
staff that work first-hand with the virus, and
this can be something life changing. Studies
show around a third of hospital healthcare
workers reported clinically significant
symptoms of anxiety (34.3%) and depression
(31.2%), while almost a quarter (24.5%)
reported clinically significant post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) symptoms.
Mental health should and must be a priority
throughout the NHS as well as ensured
adequate access to both PPE and wellbeing
support for all the workforce on the
frontline. Being a part of the National Health
Service is a very challenging role to have,
especially in times of today, and our
gratitude and thankfulness is directed towards
them for what they have to view and
experience on a daily basis.

Unfortunately, there were even some NHS
workers who put their life on the
line and died from the struggles of
coronavirus. This physical entity is proof that even
though life is valuable, they still had the courage
to walk into the hospitals on every shift. After
speaking to a qualified nurse, working at Great
Ormand Street Hospital, I was able obtain the
home to see the exact same things all over the
following information.
news. It can sometimes be overwhelming and
“It is quite common throughout the NHS to feel tough to return each day, leaving the past
days behind. Days can vary from good to bad
quite isolated, for example working in a virus
which has a massive impact on life outside of the
dominated environment, and then returning

workplace” .

Thanking someone for their service is an
example of an intrinsic reward and can be a
way of motivating and reminding key workers
why they do what they do. Try and thank
everyone for being mentally and physically
aware during tough times, and that alone will
have such an impact on their view of life
during a global pandemic.

Article by Zeeshaan
Hussain
Photos taken from Great
Ormand Street Hospital

Around the world, billions of people use social
media every day, that number just keeps growing.
In fact, it was estimated that by 2018, 2.44
billion will be using social networks and since the
recent COVID-19 pandemic and the rising use of
certain social networks such as TikTok or
Instagram, one can only imagine how high this
number has risen in 2021.

How significant is
social media in
today’s world?
Christelle Manyo investigates.

We use it for every part of our lives – in our
personal relationships, for entertainment, at work
and in our studies. To put it into some context,
every minute we collectively send more than 30
million messages on Facebook and almost
350,000 tweets. In fact, this has motivated many
different famous brands to shift most of their
advertising to social media; it’s like a free
advertising app. It means that social media has
grown to be vital and essential for many
individuals, groups and businesses.

seems like women lean towards it a
bit more. When you first download
Tik Tok, you might be overwhelmed
by how quickly you’re sucked into
whatever’s going on in the moment. As soon as
you launch the app there’s some young person lip
-syncing, dancing, or doing a sketch. It’s meant to
entertain, to make you laugh, to sing along. And
yes, through all those things, you can make a
political statement too.
Social media has also become a place of activism
and empowerment for many, e.g., George Floyd
(BLM), Hate against women, issues going on in a
different country and many more. This has
educated many users and shone through that
social media can be a place of education yet
entertaining at the same time.

The matter of the fact is that social media is place
where people can release their passion, unleash
Let’s talk about the Top 2 Social Media Platform in out their creativity and be entertained and
trend: TikTok and Instagram. One of the most
informed at the same time.
obvious is that Tik Tok is for younger people.
Social Media however does come with its
Specifically, Gen Z has made the most of it. Older
negative as well: cyberbullying and body-shaming.
Millennials and Gen X have turned Instagram into Many suicide cases are sometimes derived from
the leading photo and video sharing app. But Gen hate generated through social media.If in any
Z has turned Tik Tok into social entertainment.
case, you are being bullied on any socials it is
important that you reach out and be vocal. Hate
Tik Tok is available for users as young as 13. Most
crime is just as toxic on social media than it is in
of the users are in their twenties. Also, Tik Tok
person; and it is crucial that you report it.
seems to be equally popular with both male and
female audiences. When it comes to Instagram, it

